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Abstract 

The microblog marketing division one of the very common marketing tool, by the end of 
June 2012, sina weibo registered users reached 368 million, increased by 13.6% than 
the end of March 324 million. By the end of February 2012, a total of 130565 companies 
opened sina weibo, among them, the food and beverage companies such delicacies, 
nearly 50000 enterprise microblogging account number 1. Automobile transportation 
(mainly automobile dealers), business services (7,212), e-commerce (6,594), IT 
enterprises (6,047) are among the top five. This paper is mainly based on the analysis of 
hee hee hee network. 
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1. History and Development of Weibo 

1.1. The Birth of Twitter 

The first twitters were born before 2006, when Jack Dorsey, Biz Stone, Evan Williams and Noah 
Glass all worked at Odeo, where the board was not optimistic about the company's prospects 
as it faced challenges from big companies like apple. 

The company is talking about starting a new business, and Jack Dorsey's simple idea of sending 
text messages over the phone has struck a chord. The first version of Jack Dorsey, implemented 
on the WEB, was completed on March 31, 2006. 

The user base of the new service comes entirely from employees and relatives of the company. 
Due to the competition, the new service has been kept in a highly confidential state. 

Twttr has finally arrived, but few people understand its value. Most people worry that using 
Twttr will add to their texting costs. At this point, the original users became promoters of Twttr, 
trying to get colleagues and friends to use it. At the same time, Obvious came out with the aim 
of promoting Twttr. 

When Twttr changed its name to Twitter, jack was still an engineer and the service had been 
available for only a few months. Messages of more than 160 characters will be grouped into 
multiple messages and sent in sequence, adding to the cost of text messages. So the company 
decided to limit the number of characters to 140 at a time to make room for punctuation in 
front of user names or text messages. 

Jack, who wrote in February 2007 that people can change the world in 140 characters, is now 
CEO of Twitter. Twitter is still small by social networking standards, but it provides direct and 
important information that no other social networking site can match. 

With relatively few users, Twitter's service is fast. Since its debut in 2007, Twitter has been the 
best way for Internet users in the southern United States to find a party. It stole the show during 
the U.S. election campaign, and its executives are proud of its rise to prominence after last year's 
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terrorist attacks in mumbai. Forbes called it a "Twitter moment." "Twitter is not a success of 
technology, it's a success of the human spirit," stone said, beaming at the mumbai attacks. 

1.2. Classic Case of Twitter -- Twitter Successfully Helped Obama to Be Re-
Elected 

President barack Obama held his first White House town hall meeting Wednesday, answering 
questions from Twitter users and interacting with the public in real time. The event was hosted 
by Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey and broadcast live on video. 

Before his formal speech in Chicago, Obama first sent out a message via Twitter. It also 
highlights the importance of social media platforms such as Twitter in the 2012 presidential 
election. 

A few minutes later, he tweeted: "we are united, this is our campaign, this is us. Thank you." 

During long and bitter presidential campaigns, Twitter often replaced news as the first, most 
primitive draft of history. Presidential campaign aides use the Internet to bash each other, 
candidates use it to spread their messages, and political journalists use it to get their 
information. 

On election night, Twitter exploded. By 10 p.m. Edt, while the war was in limbo, Twitter 
announced that it had set several records. 

Rachael Horwitz, a Twitter spokeswoman, said there were more than 31 million election-
related tweets on Tuesday night, making election night "the biggest Twitter night in us political 
history". Between 6 PM et and midnight et, 23 million tweets were sent. 

Hovitz noted that the previous record of 10 million was on October 3, the day of the first 
presidential debate. "This year, Twitter has made people more involved in every aspect of the 
election." "From breaking news to sharing feedback on debates to interacting directly with 
candidates, Twitter has become a national party caucus," Mr. Horvitz said. 

After Obama's victory, 327,000 tweets were sent per minute. 

1.3. Domestic Leader -- Sina Weibo 

In May 2009, sina management committee and other senior executives held a regular strategy 
meeting in chengdu. CEO cao guowei and CFO yu zhengjun first proposed the idea of making 
weibo products. 

In July 2009, after more than a month of research, the management made clear the goal and 
determined to make weibo, which was developed under the supervision of peng shaobin, the 
director of the business department who was settled in sina two years ago. 

Sina weibo began private beta testing on August 14, 2009. On September 25, sina weibo 
officially added the @ function and private message function, as well as "comment" and 
"forward" functions for users to communicate. 

Sina weibo and Twitter are by far the world's two largest micro-blogging providers. 

1.4. @Bmw China's Classic Case 

BMW's use of suspense marketing can be said to be handy, BMW on the use of "container beast" 
dangling the full appetite of the Internet. 

In August 2011, BMW once again launched suspense marketing, challenging netizens' 
imagination with a desert cycle. The desert circle was one of the most popular events on weibo 
in August 2011, with more than 360,000 retweets. The original picture of the desert circle video. 
Subsequently, the microblog was forwarded by dozens of opinion leaders successively, such as 
huang jianxiang, etc., and caused a greater Internet boom. Netizens expressed great interest in 
the event and linked it to aliens. After the incident finally generated a buzz, BMW's official weibo 
account claimed that the cycle was created by the BMW1 series. The announcement sparked 
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another round of discussion on the Internet, where the campaign was highly rated for its 
brilliant ideas and impressed with the performance and handling of the BMW1 series. 

As more and more brands begin to explore the potential commercial value of weibo in China 
and open official weibo accounts, the gap between brands and consumers is gradually 
disappearing. However, despite the high retweets of many activities, how to make better use of 
weibo platform is still a course to be learned. In this case, the "rumor feature" of microblog 
media was well utilized by BMW, and UFO and aliens as topics greatly stimulated the 
imagination of netizens. On this basis, BMW also added discussion points for the event with the 
help of opinion leaders such as huang jianxiang, and further promoted the discussion volume 
to reach a new peak. 

2. Weibo Marketing Introduction 

2.1. What Is Microblog Marketing 

Micro-blog marketing has become a marketing means for many brand enterprises to face 
customers directly. Taking micro-blog as a marketing platform, every listener (fan) is a 
potential marketing target. Every enterprise USES its own micro-blog to spread information 
about enterprises and products to netizens, and establish a good corporate image and product 
image. Daily updates can be communicated with everyone, or topics of interest to everyone, so 
as to achieve the purpose of marketing, which is the newly launched microblog marketing. 

Highlight all customer-centric concept, provide precision marketing and active service 
characteristics. 

Enterprises can interact with customers at different stages of consumption and gradually 
establish emotional relationships. In the stage of consumer cognition, it can actively discover 
the needs of potential customers and help consumers understand the basic functions of brands 
and products. In the stage of consumer purchase, customers can be targeted to answer the 
consultation, to promote the purchase decision; In the consumer use stage, through intimate 
interaction to allow customers to have a better experience; Finally, it is crucial to listen to how 
customers evaluate products and use experience, pay attention to and reward them, and 
encourage customers to recommend to their friends with more motivation. 

2.2. Main Methods and Functions for Enterprises to Use Weibo Marketing 

Enterprises use weibo marketing mainly has the following functions: 

(1) launch of new promotional products; 

Companies use microblogs to publish promotional information. 

(2) crisis public relations; 

Enterprises discover crises through weibo, deal with them timely, track information, guide 
them quickly, resolve misunderstandings and retain evidence. Make the best presentation 
possible. Weibo itself is just an objective information carrier platform. Some events are spread 
by influential opinion leaders and resonate with the public, thus leading to collective 
condemnation of enterprises or individuals. With a large number of media opening official 
weibo, the crisis of micro age no longer has a clear line between online and offline. The hot 
topics of traditional media and social media are not only matched, but also quoted and reported 
by each other. In all kinds of accidents, photos of the accident scene taken by weibo users in the 
first time are used as primary materials by traditional media for reporting. Major events, after 
being reported by traditional media, are quickly spread widely on social media platforms and 
continue to generate hot discussions. 

(3) customer relationship management and CRM; 
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Through micro-blog customer relationship management, more directly facing customers, 
better understand and interact with customers, emphasize interaction, customization, one-to-
one and personalized marketing, and establish and maintain long-term cooperative relations 
with customers, this is the change and trend of global information-based marketing. 

(4) event marketing; 

Enterprises can conduct event hype appropriately and timely according to their own 
development situation to improve the visibility or reputation of the event and the enterprise 
from the positive side. Use valuable news, social influence or celebrity effect to attract the 
attention of the customer group, form a breakout point in a short time, and quickly spread the 
company's values or reputation through public relations. 

(5) word-of-mouth marketing; 

Word of mouth marketing, also known as "viral" marketing, is generally spread through the 
social system. As an online social system, weibo is a very suitable carrier of word of mouth 
marketing. Enterprises can use weibo's function of adding fans and forwarding to achieve the 
goal of word-of-mouth marketing. 

3. Weibo Marketing Example - Xi Xi Xi Xi Net 

Zhirong network (www.zhirong.com) is the branch of xi xi xi xi network technology co., LTD., 
its main function is to help users to obtain the plane copyright, strive for legal justice, the main 
crowd for designers, photographers. In order to better attract the attention of photographers, 
zhirong held a "voting contest" and planned the "I'm busy, I'm going to shoot eaves" event by 
the weibo Marketing Department. 

3.1. Find Information Carrier Release Content - Event Preheating 

Micro blog marketing entry point, first to find you want to release information carrier, use the 
micro blog look up characteristics, find the right blogger for content delivery, according to the 
target crowd found the ID graphic illustration design send content, event warm-up 

Specific content: god like works, organizers are broken heart...... - http://t.cn/zW0R30E 

The post and the accompanying photo have sparked discussion among many netizens. 

3.2. Elicitation Event - Water Force Operation 

In the comment function of weibo, the "I'm busy, I'm going to shoot eaves." On the side of the 
company's main functions, image reputation promotion, the use of events for hype. 

3.3. Event Climax - How Large to Forward Comments 

After the introduction of the promotion statement, comment or forward the event with other 
large sizes of weibo, launch the derivative version of "I'm busy, I have to shoot eaves" and 
forward comments with the water army trumpet. 

3.4. BBS, Press Release, EDM with Hype 

On domestic mainstream BBS mop to carry on the post, and launched PS version promotion 
statement "I am very busy, I want to clap eaves". 

Strike while the iron is hot, press release, disclose the incident, analyze the reason, increase the 
credibility. 

EDM USES 4-panel comics and other forms to promote the original designers and 
photographers 
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4. Event Summary 

When the event came to an end: the official statement turned the topic back to zhirong. The 
official weibo posts are forwarded by the weibo masters. 

Thus, the whole microblog event marketing basically comes to an end. Through this promotion, 
the traffic and reputation of the website have been improved. 

5. The Influence of Micro-Marketing on the Network Marketing Scheme of 
Xi Xi Xi Xi Technology 

Through this example, the enterprise has realized the influence of microblog marketing. 
Through the event planning, the page views of the website have been significantly improved. 
Meanwhile, it can be seen that the characteristics of microblog marketing have changed for the 
enterprise: 

5.1. High Speed 

One of the most striking features of weibo is its rapid spread. After a popular microblog is sent 
on the Internet and the mobile WAP platform associated with it, it can reach every corner of the 
microblog world in a short time with interactive retweets, reaching the largest number of 
eyewitnesses in a short time. 

5.2. Convenience 

Weibo marketing is superior to the traditional advertising industry, and the main body of 
releasing information does not need to go through complicated administrative approval, thus 
saving a lot of time and costs. 

5.3. Three-Dimensional 

Weibo marketing can use advanced multimedia technology to describe products in text, 
pictures, video and other forms of presentation, so that potential consumers can receive 
information more vividly and directly. 

5.4. Generalized 

The viral spread through fans' attention has a very wide influence. Meanwhile, celebrity effect 
can magnify the spread of events geometrically. 

6. 6. Conclusion 

Microblog marketing has gone from the initial stage of pursuing the number of fans to the stage 
of establishing extensive and in-depth trust relationship with fans. In marketing, enterprises 
give users the right to know, the right to speak and the right to participate, which, to some 
extent, also satisfies the additional needs of users, thus narrowing the distance between them. 
Good interaction between enterprises and users can truly reflect the value of weibo marketing. 

After the event planning, the company will strengthen the input in the marketing of meager, 
and make a better choice in terms of input and output. 
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